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[ Summary 

 

 
Most frequent customers of collection agencies are mail-order houses (33 %) and banks (21 

%). Mail-order houses disperse their admonition system and transfer their costs to the 

consumers through agreements in the ”Common contractual terms”. Working on these 
”collection clauses” showed that in most cases ”common contractual terms” are to qualify as 

the traditionally small print and hidden appendage in generous designed catalogues. 

Therefore they fulfil exclusively a formal requirement but have little to no informational or 
warning meaning to the consumer at all. 

 

48 % of all pursued claims amount less than 10.000,-- 
45 % of the affected households have lower income than 15.000,-- 

 

Outstanding many cases with claims up to 5.000,-- are pursued against households with an 
income up to 10.000,-- (41 %) . This income-group however holds an important share of 

customers buying on instalment plans. 

 
Both the factual charged prosecution costs (a) as well as the rates allowed by the so called 

”Inkassoverordnung” (collection decree) which was issued by the minister for economic 

affairs in 1996 (b) reach the peak amount with 44 % (a) resp. 128 % (b) of the claims 
concerning claims up to 2.000,--. Concerning claims up to 5.000,-- one has to reckon with 

costs of 23 % resp. 65 % of the claim if a collection agency is called in. Concerning claims 

higher than 10.000,-- costs are reduced to 7 % resp. 38 % of the claim. 
 

Introducing the collection decree in 1996 did not assess the status quo of the costs of 

collection agencies but caused an enormous leap. In average it allowes a triple of the till then 
and partly still today charged costs. 

 

Detailed costs and interests can be read out of letters only in 1 out of 10 cases. In 75 % of 
the letters neither costs nor interests nor the amount of the initial claim is transparent. The 

collection decree holds no regulation which would allow the consumer to lead of a demand for 

a detailed list. 
 

In the course of correspondence, particularly dealing with instalment plans, it is tried to use 

blank letters to persuade customers not only to (part-) payments but also to gain (cost-) 
acceptances and salary seizures through the customers signature. In this stadium it is still 

tried through means like very personal letters and standardised blank letters to gain the 

spouse or the mate as liable joint debtor or guarantor. 
 



In this context also pursuing claims barred by the statute of limitations and achieving a 

reinstallation through acceptances of the consumer can be qualified as ”consumer trap”. 
 

Concerning all inquiries for information collection agencies basically show an informing and 

co-operative behaviour. Reaction to concrete payment offers however show that not-
represented consumers in 67 % of their suggestions find little to no agreement at all, 

whereas negative behaviour towards debt advisers ranges only at 41 %. 

 
Beneath dunning letters which are usual by all collection agencies, 53 % of the agencies 

make home visits and contact the employer (40 %) of the affected consumer. 20 % of the 

agencies use direct or indirect threats of criminal charge if they did not pay. 
 

Next to these common collection methods and mechanisms there are others, more 

extraordinary behaviours and formulations which are mentioned in the study in an exemplary 
way. 

 

 
 

All numbers in ATS (Austrian Schilling) 

Rate of exchange by May 26th 1998: 1.379,5 ECU 
 


